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What is Astrology
Astrology is the study of the effects of planetary forces upon man. It is not fortune

telling. It is one of the best methods for man to learn about who he is, where he

came from and where he is going. Astrology reveals CHARACTER and character is

destiny. If man can change his character, then man will have changed his destiny.

The main uses of astrology are diagnosis of health and sickness, character analysis,

vocational guidance, analysis of children's horoscopes so as to give parents a better

idea as to how best to raise their children, and analysis of the compatibilities

between people.

Astrology does not show anything but tendencies. A man can rule his stars by

exerting his will. If a man decides to flow with the tide of life, then the tendencies

indicated in the birth chart will at some time have their effect. The one thing a birth

chart does not show is the WILL of the individual and how he may exert it. The

matter of exercising free will is left entirely up to the individual. The wise man rules

his stars, the fool is ruled by them. Astrology forewarns and being forewarned, a

man is thus forearmed to better cope with the struggles of life.
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Natal Chart
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Legends For Natal Chart

QQ = Sun

WW= Moon

EE= Mercury

TT= Mars

RR= Venus

YY= Jupiter

MM= Chiron

U= Saturn

I= Uranus

O= Neptune
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Planetary Positions

Planet Degree House Retro

QQ Sun 24° g (Leo) 28'15" House 5 -

WW Moon 05° a (Ari) 05'17" House 12 -

EE Mercury 06° g (Leo) 56'06" House 4 -

RR Venus 12° h (Vir) 08'16" House 5 -

TT Mars 14° d (Gem) 07'34" House 2 -

YY Jupiter 18° h (Vir) 22'03" House 5 -

UU Saturn 14° x (Aqu) 24'53" House 10 R

II Uranus 14° z (Cap) 34'57" House 9 R

OO Neptune 16° z (Cap) 37'21" House 9 R

PP Pluto 20° k (Sco) 13'58" House 7 -

<< Part of Fortune 04° j (Lib) 13'47" House 6 -

{{ Node 27° l (Sag) 40'24" House 8 R

MM Chiron 14° g (Leo) 46'30" House 4 -

`̀ Lilith 23° x (Aqu) 12'02" House 11 -

ZZ Ascendant 14° s (Tau) 50'48" House 1 -

DC Descendant 14° k (Sco) 50'48" House 7 -

XX Mid Heaven 24° z (Cap) 42'22" House 10 -

IC Imum Coeli 24° f (Can) 42'22" House 4 -
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Natal House Cusp

House Degree

AC (Ascendant) 14° s (Taurus) 50'48"

House 2 13° d (Gemini) 02'11"

House 3 04° f (Cancer) 08'59"

House 4 24° f (Cancer) 42'22"

House 5 19° g (Leo) 24'31"

House 6 24° h (Virgo) 59'07"

House 7 14° k (Scorpio) 50'48"

House 8 13° l (Sagittarius) 02'11"

House 9 04° z (Capricorn) 08'59"

MC (Midheaven) 24° z (Capricorn) 42'22"

House 11 19° x (Aquarius) 24'31"

House 12 24° c (Pisces) 59'07"

NOTE - PLACIDUS SYSTEM OF HOUSE DIVISION IS USED.
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Astrological Transit Aspects

Planet Aspect Planet Orb Date

EE Mercury w Opposition O Neptune 0.84 28-7-2020

QQ Sun q Conjunction E Mercury 0.09 29-7-2020

EE Mercury t Sextile Y Jupiter 0.57 29-7-2020

EE Mercury e Trine P Pluto 0.25 30-7-2020

RR Venus t Sextile Q Sun 0.28 1-8-2020

QQ Sun t Sextile T Mars 0.41 5-8-2020

QQ Sun w Opposition U Saturn 0.26 6-8-2020

WW Moon e Trine P Pluto 0.38 6-8-2020

EE Mercury e Trine W Moon 0.11 7-8-2020

WW Moon t Sextile T Mars 0.19 8-8-2020

WW Moon t Sextile U Saturn 0.47 8-8-2020

WW Moon r Square I Uranus 0.64 8-8-2020

EE Mercury q Conjunction E Mercury 0.04 8-8-2020

WW Moon w Opposition P Pluto 0.65 11-8-2020

QQ Sun r Square P Pluto 0.2 12-8-2020

EE Mercury w Opposition U Saturn 0.72 12-8-2020

WW Moon q Conjunction T Mars 0.22 13-8-2020

QQ Sun q Conjunction Q Sun 0.2 16-8-2020

TT Mars e Trine Q Sun 0.02 17-8-2020

WW Moon q Conjunction E Mercury 0.36 17-8-2020
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Planet Aspect Planet Orb Date

EE Mercury q Conjunction Q Sun 0.85 17-8-2020

WW Moon r Square P Pluto 0.53 18-8-2020

RR Venus t Sextile R Venus 0.45 20-8-2020

WW Moon t Sextile P Pluto 0.25 20-8-2020

WW Moon w Opposition W Moon 0.32 21-8-2020

RR Venus w Opposition I Uranus 0.03 22-8-2020

RR Venus w Opposition O Neptune 0.04 24-8-2020

WW Moon t Sextile Y Jupiter 0.02 24-8-2020

RR Venus t Sextile Y Jupiter 0.36 26-8-2020

EE Mercury q Conjunction R Venus 0.48 26-8-2020

EE Mercury r Square T Mars 0.31 27-8-2020

EE Mercury e Trine I Uranus 0.15 27-8-2020

RR Venus e Trine P Pluto 0.46 27-8-2020

EE Mercury e Trine O Neptune 0.39 28-8-2020

EE Mercury q Conjunction Y Jupiter 0.37 29-8-2020

WW Moon t Sextile O Neptune 0.47 2-9-2020

QQ Sun q Conjunction R Venus 0.47 4-9-2020

QQ Sun r Square T Mars 0.42 6-9-2020

QQ Sun e Trine I Uranus 0.03 6-9-2020

EE Mercury w Opposition W Moon 0.51 8-9-2020

QQ Sun e Trine O Neptune 0.13 8-9-2020

QQ Sun q Conjunction Y Jupiter 0.07 10-9-2020
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Planet Aspect Planet Orb Date

EE Mercury t Sextile E Mercury 0.72 10-9-2020

WW Moon r Square W Moon 0.55 11-9-2020

YY Jupiter q Conjunction O Neptune 0.78 12-9-2020

QQ Sun t Sextile P Pluto 0.15 12-9-2020

RR Venus q Conjunction E Mercury 0.1 12-9-2020

WW Moon w Opposition U Saturn 0.27 14-9-2020

EE Mercury e Trine U Saturn 0.59 15-9-2020

EE Mercury r Square I Uranus 0.42 15-9-2020

WW Moon r Square T Mars 0.37 16-9-2020

EE Mercury r Square O Neptune 0.21 16-9-2020

WW Moon e Trine U Saturn 0.48 18-9-2020

WW Moon e Trine T Mars 0.19 18-9-2020

RR Venus t Sextile T Mars 0.38 18-9-2020

RR Venus w Opposition U Saturn 0.47 19-9-2020

EE Mercury t Sextile Q Sun 0.03 22-9-2020

RR Venus r Square P Pluto 0.34 24-9-2020

QQ Sun w Opposition W Moon 0.05 27-9-2020

RR Venus q Conjunction Q Sun 0.45 27-9-2020

QQ Sun t Sextile E Mercury 0.07 29-9-2020

WW Moon w Opposition R Venus 0.84 29-9-2020

WW Moon e Trine E Mercury 0.17 1-10-2020

WW Moon e Trine R Venus 0.57 4-10-2020
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Planet Aspect Planet Orb Date

WW Moon r Square Q Sun 0.07 5-10-2020

QQ Sun e Trine T Mars 0.23 6-10-2020

WW Moon r Square Y Jupiter 0.07 7-10-2020

YY Jupiter e Trine Y Jupiter 0.01 7-10-2020

QQ Sun e Trine U Saturn 0.47 7-10-2020

QQ Sun r Square I Uranus 0.3 7-10-2020

QQ Sun r Square O Neptune 0.23 9-10-2020

WW Moon t Sextile R Venus 0.98 9-10-2020

RR Venus q Conjunction R Venus 0.56 12-10-2020

EE Mercury t Sextile R Venus 0.48 13-10-2020

RR Venus r Square T Mars 0.17 14-10-2020

WW Moon t Sextile E Mercury 0.07 15-10-2020

RR Venus e Trine I Uranus 0.56 15-10-2020

RR Venus e Trine O Neptune 0.29 16-10-2020

QQ Sun t Sextile Q Sun 0.31 17-10-2020

RR Venus q Conjunction Y Jupiter 0.36 18-10-2020

RR Venus t Sextile P Pluto 0.31 19-10-2020

YY Jupiter t Sextile P Pluto 0.03 25-10-2020

QQ Sun r Square E Mercury 0.2 29-10-2020

RR Venus w Opposition W Moon 0.54 1-11-2020

RR Venus t Sextile E Mercury 0.09 2-11-2020

QQ Sun t Sextile R Venus 0.41 3-11-2020
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Planet Aspect Planet Orb Date

QQ Sun r Square U Saturn 0.32 6-11-2020

QQ Sun t Sextile I Uranus 0.16 6-11-2020

WW Moon e Trine W Moon 0.13 7-11-2020

QQ Sun t Sextile O Neptune 0.12 8-11-2020

RR Venus e Trine T Mars 0.05 8-11-2020

RR Venus e Trine U Saturn 0.24 8-11-2020

RR Venus r Square I Uranus 0.4 8-11-2020

WW Moon e Trine O Neptune 0.57 10-11-2020

QQ Sun t Sextile Y Jupiter 0.39 10-11-2020

RR Venus r Square O Neptune 0.01 10-11-2020

QQ Sun q Conjunction P Pluto 0.47 11-11-2020

TT Mars r Square I Uranus 0.65 13-11-2020

TT Mars t Sextile U Saturn 0.82 13-11-2020

EE Mercury r Square E Mercury 0.2 16-11-2020

QQ Sun r Square Q Sun 0.33 16-11-2020

WW Moon q Conjunction I Uranus 0.18 18-11-2020

WW Moon w Opposition Q Sun 0.29 21-11-2020

EE Mercury r Square U Saturn 0.02 21-11-2020

EE Mercury t Sextile I Uranus 0.19 21-11-2020

EE Mercury t Sextile O Neptune 0.72 22-11-2020

WW Moon w Opposition Y Jupiter 0.55 23-11-2020

EE Mercury q Conjunction P Pluto 0.26 25-11-2020
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Planet Aspect Planet Orb Date

QQ Sun e Trine W Moon 0.19 26-11-2020

WW Moon e Trine Q Sun 0.25 26-11-2020

RR Venus r Square E Mercury 0.56 26-11-2020

WW Moon r Square E Mercury 0.38 27-11-2020

TT Mars r Square O Neptune 0.01 28-11-2020

EE Mercury r Square Q Sun 0.67 28-11-2020

QQ Sun e Trine E Mercury 0.01 28-11-2020

WW Moon e Trine Y Jupiter 0.06 28-11-2020

WW Moon r Square R Venus 0.28 30-11-2020

RR Venus r Square U Saturn 0.59 2-12-2020

RR Venus t Sextile I Uranus 0.49 3-12-2020

QQ Sun r Square R Venus 0.15 3-12-2020

RR Venus t Sextile O Neptune 0.31 4-12-2020

QQ Sun w Opposition T Mars 0.11 5-12-2020

QQ Sun t Sextile U Saturn 0.39 5-12-2020

EE Mercury e Trine E Mercury 0.69 6-12-2020

WW Moon q Conjunction R Venus 0.13 7-12-2020

RR Venus q Conjunction P Pluto 0.18 7-12-2020

QQ Sun r Square Y Jupiter 0.28 9-12-2020

EE Mercury r Square R Venus 0.17 9-12-2020

WW Moon t Sextile Q Sun 0.06 10-12-2020

EE Mercury w Opposition T Mars 0.25 10-12-2020
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Planet Aspect Planet Orb Date

EE Mercury t Sextile U Saturn 0.54 10-12-2020

RR Venus r Square Q Sun 0.57 11-12-2020

EE Mercury r Square Y Jupiter 0.21 13-12-2020

QQ Sun e Trine Q Sun 0.28 15-12-2020

WW Moon w Opposition E Mercury 0.93 17-12-2020

EE Mercury e Trine Q Sun 0.39 17-12-2020

RR Venus e Trine W Moon 0.06 19-12-2020

WW Moon t Sextile I Uranus 0.33 20-12-2020

RR Venus e Trine E Mercury 0.6 21-12-2020

II Uranus r Square E Mercury 0.01 22-12-2020

EE Mercury r Square W Moon 0.73 23-12-2020

WW Moon e Trine I Uranus 0.25 25-12-2020

WW Moon r Square U Saturn 0.41 25-12-2020

RR Venus r Square R Venus 0.4 25-12-2020

QQ Sun r Square W Moon 0.3 26-12-2020

RR Venus w Opposition T Mars 0.34 26-12-2020

RR Venus t Sextile U Saturn 0.62 27-12-2020

EE Mercury e Trine R Venus 0.24 28-12-2020

EE Mercury q Conjunction I Uranus 0.59 29-12-2020

WW Moon w Opposition O Neptune 0.57 30-12-2020

RR Venus r Square Y Jupiter 0.43 30-12-2020

EE Mercury q Conjunction O Neptune 0.62 31-12-2020
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Planet Aspect Planet Orb Date

EE Mercury e Trine Y Jupiter 0.5 1-1-2021

EE Mercury t Sextile P Pluto 0.27 2-1-2021

QQ Sun e Trine R Venus 0.38 2-1-2021

WW Moon q Conjunction Q Sun 0.92 2-1-2021

RR Venus e Trine Q Sun 0.59 4-1-2021

QQ Sun q Conjunction I Uranus 0.02 4-1-2021

QQ Sun q Conjunction O Neptune 0.03 6-1-2021

QQ Sun e Trine Y Jupiter 0.27 8-1-2021

YY Jupiter t Sextile W Moon 0.06 10-1-2021

EE Mercury t Sextile W Moon 0.15 11-1-2021

WW Moon q Conjunction O Neptune 0.4 12-1-2021

RR Venus r Square W Moon 0 12-1-2021

EE Mercury w Opposition E Mercury 0.08 12-1-2021

WW Moon q Conjunction U Saturn 0.61 14-1-2021

EE Mercury e Trine T Mars 0.52 17-1-2021

EE Mercury q Conjunction U Saturn 0.23 17-1-2021

WW Moon q Conjunction W Moon 0.05 18-1-2021

YY Jupiter w Opposition E Mercury 0.03 18-1-2021

RR Venus e Trine R Venus 0.47 18-1-2021

WW Moon r Square O Neptune 0.51 19-1-2021

RR Venus q Conjunction I Uranus 0.53 20-1-2021

TT Mars r Square E Mercury 0.24 21-1-2021
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Planet Aspect Planet Orb Date

EE Mercury r Square P Pluto 0.07 21-1-2021

RR Venus q Conjunction O Neptune 0.26 21-1-2021

WW Moon t Sextile W Moon 0.46 23-1-2021

UU Saturn t Sextile W Moon 0.8 23-1-2021

QQ Sun t Sextile W Moon 1.17 23-1-2021

RR Venus e Trine Y Jupiter 0.51 23-1-2021
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Transit Analysis

Transiting Mercury Opposition Natal Neptune - EEwwOO
Tension 0.84 28-7-2020

Your powers of judgment may prove to be faulty under this influence. You are prone to

unrealistic thinking now and will have to guard against exposure to lies or deceptions.

When communicating, you need to be very sure that others understand exactly what you

mean, as there is a risk of misunderstandings.

Transiting Sun Conjunction Natal Mercury - QQqqEE
Dynamic 0.09 29-7-2020

An authoritative or confident person may have the power to dominate or sway your

thinking during this period. Alternatively, you could be more subjective than usual and

inclined to present opinions as if they are facts. This conjunction transit brings energy

and willpower to the thoughts. You will have lots of mental stamina and creativity in

ideas, work, and friendships during this time. You will be able to enforce your ideas and

decisions with willpower. The risk here, with all this mental power, is objectivity. It is

difficult to see yourself as others see you, and your personal self- conception makes it

difficult to differentiate between mind and ego. The transiting influences of the aspect

bring the focus upon matters that apply directly to the self. It indicates a time for initiating

communications and ideas with respect to your intentions toward yourself and others.

It is a good time to make plans for the future, because you are likely to have a good

understanding of your needs now. You need to practice getting Self out of the way

however, and letting your energetic mind solve the problems and make the decisions.

There is also a possibility of travel, as the restless tensions will make you want to move

around.
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Transiting Mercury Sextile Natal Jupiter - EEttYY
Opportunities 0.57 29-7-2020

Positive thinking makes anything possible now. This is a good transit for communicating

your ideas to others, making decisions and undertaking short journeys.

Transiting Mercury Trine Natal Pluto - EEeePP
Harmony 0.25 30-7-2020

An excellent time for investigative work and for getting to the bottom of something.

Release information on "a need to know basis" when dealing with others. This transiting

trine gives you the ability to get to the bottom of things. It helps the influences of mental

Mercury to penetrate the often heavy depths of the influences of Pluto. You will have

good powers of concentration during this time. You will be able to use your willpower

intelligently, giving you the ability to increase your mental abilities and improve your

mind in the areas of communication.

Transiting Venus Sextile Natal Sun - RRttQQ
Opportunities 0.28 1-8-2020

This transit can make for a pleasant and easygoing interval. People around you are

obliging and courteous. You tend to feel good about yourself and your appearance. Social

occasions are enjoyable now.

Transiting Sun Sextile Natal Mars - QQttTT
Opportunities 0.41 5-8-2020

As long as you are very definite about your intentions you can successfully push through

your plans during this transit. You are ready and willing to make daring moves or

decisions. Boldness pays off. A good phase for physical pursuits.
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Transiting Sun Opposition Natal Saturn - QQwwUU
Tension 0.26 6-8-2020

You can realize your objectives over this period but they will take longer than usual to

achieve. This could be because of unexpected delays or obstacles caused by others or

circumstances. Estrangements or separations from others occasionally occur during this

transit, but this is certainly not always the case (this ifnluence occurs yearly when it's a

transit, but only once if it's a secondary progression). You may feel physically tired or

grumpy. There can be a slight risk of injury caused through inattention or tiredness. This

transit could bring with it a realization of the limitations imposed upon you by people

and circumstances. There may seem to be a gulf between you and them that you can't

seem to bridge, but this is temporary. There is no need to let that truth drag you down.

It's important to attempt to find a balance between your needs and your obligations.

Compromises may need to be made rather than ignoring one or the other. It's best to

seek out a project that you can take pride in and can do alone.

Transiting Moon Trine Natal Pluto - WWeePP
Harmony 0.38 6-8-2020

There's a feeling that the Force is with you, and if you lay back and let circumstances float

your boat, it most certainly is. Simply will away obstacles and they will crumble in your

path. Envision what you need and it will appear for you right on time. Have faith, and you

will have had reason to.

Transiting Mercury Trine Natal Moon - EEeeWW
Harmony 0.11 7-8-2020

You are more in touch with your own and others' feelings now. If you have anything on

your mind you're unsure about, you should be able to find good listeners and advisers

during this transit. This is a good decision making period.
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Transiting Moon Sextile Natal Mars - WWttTT
Opportunities 0.19 8-8-2020

You are biking with the wind behind you, which gives you extra smooth power that

effortlessly eats up the miles. Keep up the pace without straining so when it's time to take

a rest or the wind changes, you'll have the accomplishment you need under your belt.

Sustain without strain for the greatest gain.

Transiting Moon Sextile Natal Saturn - WWttUU
Opportunities 0.47 8-8-2020

Showing your feelings may not be the best thing to do right now. Keeping to yourself

could save you from unwanted entanglements. Be staunch, do not stoop to complain,

and you will gain the respect of all for your worldly reticence. Send requests through

channels and things will flow more easily.

Transiting Moon Square Natal Uranus - WWrrII
Challenging 0.64 8-8-2020

Riled-up emotions can stir up harsh words, so watch your mouth and think before you

speak. It's easy to get into a pointless argument, so when in doubt, agree to disagree if at

all possible. Don't let annoying disagreements get your goat -- put your patience hat on

and do your best to act like a saint. It's something to shoot for, anyway.

Transiting Mercury Conjunction Natal Mercury - EEqqEE
Dynamic 0.04 8-8-2020

You are mentally sharp and alert now. Your curiosity is aroused regarding new ideas,

unfamiliar facts and interesting concepts. Objectivity is strong and your thinking is not

colored by emotional biases. Travel is likely.
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Transiting Moon Opposition Natal Pluto - WWwwPP
Tension 0.65 11-8-2020

Thinker's block may pop up now and then, when you just can't get your head around a

challenge or the right information to provide a solution gets momentarily sidetracked.

This temporary brain drain is solved by stopping to take a breath, then turning your

attention back to the matter at hand. Try, try again.

Transiting Sun Square Natal Pluto - QQrrPP
Challenging 0.2 12-8-2020

Be aware that this could be a period of potential power struggles and underlying

tensions. Discourage any tendencies towards pushy behavior in yourself or others, as

tempers can tend to get heated. Manipulating situations to your own advantage is

inadvisable too.

Transiting Mercury Opposition Natal Saturn - EEwwUU
Tension 0.72 12-8-2020

Your thinking and decision making processes tend to be slower than usual during this

period. Your mind is occupied with serious or important matters. There can be

miscommunications with others or transport problems and delays now.

Transiting Moon Conjunction Natal Mars - WWqqTT
Dynamic 0.22 13-8-2020

A tweak of energy and an inclination to rash moves may be harnessed to give you

an extra push if you're aware of it. Otherwise it's only a opportunity to trip over a

sudden slight acceleration. Good for when it's hard to get going at first. Eschew sudden

outbursts, embrace strong passion.
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Transiting Sun Conjunction Natal Sun - QQqqQQ
Dynamic 0.2 16-8-2020

Many happy returns. It's your astrological birthday, which means a new year is beginning.

Think about your objectives and the things you'd like to achieve in the year ahead.

Transiting Mars Trine Natal Sun - TTeeQQ
Harmony 0.02 17-8-2020

Now is a perfect time for home decorating or entertaining. Family and domestic

relationships should be good during this transit. Any areas of discord within the home or

family can be dealt with now.

Transiting Moon Conjunction Natal Mercury - WWqqEE
Dynamic 0.36 17-8-2020

Flashes of insight and solutions to problems are likely to surface in conjunction with the

general energy high during these few days. Don't force them, just let them appear and

scoop them up as you speed along, your momentum will be lost if you tarry too long.

Swing your mallet like a polo player on the gallop.

Transiting Mercury Conjunction Natal Sun - EEqqQQ
Dynamic 0.85 17-8-2020

Intellectual work is well-aspected now. Your mind is active and creative. It is a good time

to catch up with any personal correspondences or communications.

Transiting Moon Square Natal Pluto - WWrrPP
Challenging 0.53 18-8-2020

It can seem too easy to simply push your way through, but right now you'll find that can
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be a losing strategy. The more you shove, the moreresistance you get. It's not paranoia,

but it's not really a plot, either. Just back off and the whole problem vanishes. Take

another route.

Transiting Venus Sextile Natal Venus - RRttRR
Opportunities 0.45 20-8-2020

There is a pleasant and relaxing quality to this period. You are more receptive to others

now and people find you easygoing and approachable. Social get-togethers work well

now. You may like to surround yourself with beauty or mix with artistic people.

Transiting Moon Sextile Natal Pluto - WWttPP
Opportunities 0.25 20-8-2020

If you trust your instincts, they will not fail you. Don't bet the farm, but small risks taken

with confidence pay off. One success leads to another. Fortune unfolds one moment at

a time, and with patience builds an edifice of felicity. You can be lucky without having to

trust in luck.

Transiting Moon Opposition Natal Moon - WWwwWW
Tension 0.32 21-8-2020

This internal full Moon makes you best inclined to gather the fruits of the last couple of

weeks and making the best of the harvest. Projects should have adequate input by now

and be winding toward completion, filling in details for next two weeks. The crop is out,

now it's time to start tending to the harvest.

Transiting Venus Opposition Natal Uranus - RRwwII
Tension 0.03 22-8-2020

Anticipate a period of instant attractions, coupled with the tendency to fall in and out
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of love suddenly. Unstable relationships will be tested now and break ups are possible.

Expect the unexpected in love.

Transiting Venus Opposition Natal Neptune - RRwwOO
Tension 0.04 24-8-2020

Watch out! Unrealistic notions of love may cloud your thinking during this period. There

is a risk of being misunderstood, or of having your romantic hopes dashed. Artistic

creativity, however, is enhanced.

Transiting Moon Sextile Natal Jupiter - WWttYY
Opportunities 0.02 24-8-2020

Subtle feelings and intangible but reliable intuition allow increasing buildup of emotional

communication, as plans come ever closer to realization.Slow and easy swings you along

at just the right pace, there's no hurry to completion. It will come in its own time. Enjoy

the journey.

Transiting Venus Sextile Natal Jupiter - RRttYY
Opportunities 0.36 26-8-2020

This can be a very pleasant and enjoyable transit. You are able to relax and gain respite

from the pressures of modern living. Treat yourself or another to a small gift or outing;

it will make you feel good. A social setting could bring you into contact with someone

influential or significant.

Transiting Mercury Conjunction Natal Venus - EEqqRR
Dynamic 0.48 26-8-2020

Your thinking is more likely than not to be on love and romance, or play. You have an eye

for beauty and harmony, plus a sense for artistic creativity now. Social interaction and
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communication with others is easy under this influence.

Transiting Mercury Square Natal Mars - EErrTT
Challenging 0.31 27-8-2020

This planetary pairing speeds up your life. Your mind is razor sharp and your powers of

comprehension are second to none now. However, if you're in too much of a rush to get

things done, you risk making mistakes and wrong decisions. Sudden arguments are likely

to flare up.

Transiting Mercury Trine Natal Uranus - EEeeII
Harmony 0.15 27-8-2020

Trust your intuition at the moment, as it is especially acute. Original ideas and flashes

of inspiration can be expected. You may become aware of some new and useful

information, which puts a different slant on things.

Transiting Venus Trine Natal Pluto - RReePP
Harmony 0.46 27-8-2020

This transit can make you aware of subtle undercurrents and possible attraction between

you and another. This is a good time for using love or compassion to transform a

connection. Acknowledge any feelings you may have, but avoid trying to manipulate

situations.

Transiting Mercury Trine Natal Neptune - EEeeOO
Harmony 0.39 28-8-2020

A somewhat dreamy and romantic mood influences your thinking at the moment. You

are at risk of being mentally lax and careless now, but equally, there is the possibility

of inspired and imaginative thinking too. Music, poetry, film and artistic creativity can
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flourish during this transit.

Transiting Mercury Conjunction Natal Jupiter - EEqqYY
Dynamic 0.37 29-8-2020

The power of positive thinking makes anything possible now. Opportunities are there

for the taking. Communications seem effortless and are bound to go well. A good time

for taking short journeys. You are well-aspected for commercial activity, negotiation and

settling contracts, providing the necessary groundwork has been done properly.

Transiting Moon Sextile Natal Neptune - WWttOO
Opportunities 0.47 2-9-2020

One dream at a time, small hopes compounding to become great expectations, that's the

road to your pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. All-consuming fantasies have their

place, but building possible dreams now can make the impossible one walk right in later.

Dream a little dream, for you...

Transiting Sun Conjunction Natal Venus - QQqqRR
Dynamic 0.47 4-9-2020

General feelings of love and affection can find expression now. There is the urge to unite

with others in pleasant surroundings. Love may be in the air, and aesthetic senses are

accentuated. An excellent period for being creative or artistic. This transit provides power

and energy to the emotions and to artistic expression. It encourages loving life and loving

oneself. There is special fondness for fun and social activities. There is harmony and ease

in self expression and the ability to bring happiness to others. This transit might bring

new light to romantic involvements and love relationships.
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Transiting Sun Square Natal Mars - QQrrTT
Challenging 0.42 6-9-2020

If you behave too directly, forcefully or aggressively towards others now, they are bound

to react in kind. You need to guard against the risk of injury proneness.

Transiting Sun Trine Natal Uranus - QQeeII
Harmony 0.03 6-9-2020

Plan for a day or two of change and sudden pleasant experiences. Give yourself a break

from your normal routine and see what happens. Allow the expression of your originality.

Transiting Mercury Opposition Natal Moon - EEwwWW
Tension 0.51 8-9-2020

Reason and emotion may be at odds with each other at the moment and

communications with others, especially females or family members, could be tense. Try

and be up-front with people, as this can help to avoid misunderstandings.

Transiting Sun Trine Natal Neptune - QQeeOO
Harmony 0.13 8-9-2020

Travel, creative activity or music can all give you pleasure at the moment. Your

imagination is enhanced and you are more receptive to the subtle things in life.

Meditation, solitude or time spent near water can replenish your spirit.

Transiting Sun Conjunction Natal Jupiter - QQqqYY
Dynamic 0.07 10-9-2020

This could be a lucky time for you. Successes are likely and the more effort you put

into things the greater the rewards. This transit can be good for travel. Financial and
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business affairs can prosper now. This transit brings optimism and a positive outlook

on life. This is a good time for feeling physically, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually

healthy and engaged. There can be motivation to go after what you want, to expand your

experiences, and learn about new things. This aspect can provide an extremely positive

experience with potential for future growth.

Transiting Mercury Sextile Natal Mercury - EEttEE
Opportunities 0.72 10-9-2020

This is an excellent time for all types of communication. You can present your ideas or

arguments well now. Business decisions and short distance travel are well- aspected.

Transiting Moon Square Natal Moon - WWrrWW
Challenging 0.55 11-9-2020

It may be easy to get into a debate, as there's an edge of contentiousness upon you,

but if you do, make it about issues and not personalities. Your first instinct or reaction

may need refining, so don't put your bets on the first hand you are dealt. Patience with

yourself and others will reveal what cards to play.

Transiting Jupiter Conjunction Natal Neptune - YYqqOO
Dynamic 0.78 12-9-2020

This transit increase your spiritual awareness and manifests itself in joy, generosity, and

kindness to all God's creatures. There is a feeling of unity with all. Any mystical tendencies

you have will be stimulated. There is idealism and emotional fervor. Beware of a lack

of mental objectivity and practicality during this transit. Don't be taken in by every sob

story. You may feel a need to escape. If so, then do so by traveling, not through excessive

drinking or drug use. Do not take excessive risks with your money.
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Transiting Sun Sextile Natal Pluto - QQttPP
Opportunities 0.15 12-9-2020

Subtle shifts in power can work to your advantage now. Be alert to the dynamics between

you and those in influential positions. You can assert yourself as a leader and organizer.

Transiting Venus Conjunction Natal Mercury - RRqqEE
Dynamic 0.1 12-9-2020

A sense of humor and optimism should be apparent now. The world, in general, looks

bright and cheerful. Love thoughts are likely to occupy your mind and, if you have artistic

ability you can expect to feel inspired. Communications are easy now.

Transiting Moon Opposition Natal Saturn - WWwwUU
Tension 0.27 14-9-2020

Sporadic slowdowns and roadblocks may interfere with your timetable, but not your final

destination. Mark the shoals as you work your way around them so they won't trip you

up the next time. When you know your limitations, the course becomes clearer -- take it

as a lesson and don't cry over spilt milk.

Transiting Mercury Trine Natal Saturn - EEeeUU
Harmony 0.59 15-9-2020

This is a good time for attending to practical matters. You are able to plan well and to

make arrangements. Your thinking is considered and realistic.

Transiting Mercury Square Natal Uranus - EErrII
Challenging 0.42 15-9-2020

Expressing either original or eccentric ideas or actions now will get you noticed. You could
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have some difficulties appreciating other people's points of view, due to self- willed or

inflexible thinking. Breakdowns in communication or transport are possible.

Transiting Moon Square Natal Mars - WWrrTT
Challenging 0.37 16-9-2020

If you find yourself being pushed into situations that tax your limits, make sure they're

worth the energy you expend. Repetitive stress injury, so to speak, is something you want

to avoid, so do enough to get the job done properly and no more. The price of perfection

may be dislocation elsewhere, so don't overdo it.

Transiting Mercury Square Natal Neptune - EErrOO
Challenging 0.21 16-9-2020

Your powers of judgment may prove to be faulty under this influence. You are prone to

unrealistic thinking now and will have to guard against exposure to lies or deceptions.

When communicating, you need to be very sure that others understand exactly what you

mean, as there is a risk of misunderstandings.

Transiting Moon Trine Natal Saturn - WWeeUU
Harmony 0.48 18-9-2020

If you follow well-marked roads your trip will be shorter and you won't get lost. Stick

to the tried and true and don't experiment for the moment. You'll find support from

elements that might otherwise pull away. Don't rock the boat and the boat will get you

where you want to go. Traditional wisdom supports you, believe in it.

Transiting Moon Trine Natal Mars - WWeeTT
Harmony 0.19 18-9-2020

This is a good time to establish your physical stride at its best, a broad, loping run that
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eats up the miles of life. Pick a preferred pace that you can live up to, and your energy

level will actually rise and your accomplishments blossom. Wise, intuitive decisions make

you fuel efficient with energy to burn.

Transiting Venus Sextile Natal Mars - RRttTT
Opportunities 0.38 18-9-2020

You are in the mood for fun at the moment. The emotional and artistic influences of

Venus combine with the action urges of Mars to create a cooperative effort in almost

anything attempted. This favors love relationships and formation of friendships. Creative

activities are also indicated, and the transit could bring about financial opportunities.

There can be attraction to interesting, interactive, and exciting activities now. Be socially

spontaneous. A night out could be just what you need to relax.

Transiting Venus Opposition Natal Saturn - RRwwUU
Tension 0.47 19-9-2020

The inclinations of the heart take second place to responsibility and duty now.

Spontaneous expressions of affection just don't happen now. Feelings are kept in check.

Any difficulties in love will tend to be revealed.

Transiting Mercury Sextile Natal Sun - EEttQQ
Opportunities 0.03 22-9-2020

Anticipate an intellectually stimulating interval, with all sorts of people trying to get in

touch with you. A good time for doing mental work and for catching up on outstanding

paperwork.

Transiting Venus Square Natal Pluto - RRrrPP
Challenging 0.34 24-9-2020
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This transit can bring up intense emotions. The Venus-Pluto combination can create a

powerful love involvement that can change one's consciousness for a time. However, it

is not a good time for stability, and if changes occur in the relationship experiences, they

cannot be ignored. Every relationship needs to grow in order to remain healthy and alive,

but feelings cannot be forced. At this time there is a strong chance of being drawn to

another as if by some kind of hidden force or compulsion, with a very real risk of sexual

tension and obsession. Conflicts or power struggles in love are possible.

Transiting Sun Opposition Natal Moon - QQwwWW
Tension 0.05 27-9-2020

You may have to make an effort to respond to the needs of others during this period,

even if you don't feel like it. You will win their respect. This transit can bring out tensions

between your personal needs and your public and professional obligations. As the Sun

"illuminates" your emotions, you may feel like you're in a tug-o-war between "me and

them". The purpose of this conflict is to help you learn to balance emotions with public

or professional duties. If you have been pursuing your public life by covering up your

emotions, this transit can be quite noticeable and perhaps frustrating -- your emotional

nature will come out one way or another. On the positive side, this can also be a time

of high energy and you can achieve a great deal. If your feelings have been suppressed,

then tensions can occur in your personal life, too. The lesson to be learned here is how to

operate in your daily life by acknowledging and accepting your emotions, and functioning

in tune with your "gut" feelings.

Transiting Venus Conjunction Natal Sun - RRqqQQ
Dynamic 0.45 27-9-2020

This is an excellent time for allowing some beauty and culture into your life. Social

occasions are enjoyable now. Love could be in the air too.
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Transiting Sun Sextile Natal Mercury - QQttEE
Opportunities 0.07 29-9-2020

This is an excellent transit for bright communications and personal interchanges with

others. It is also a good time for examining goals and expectations. An excellent time for

learning; and for travel, with learning and new experiences as goals, as well as for study.

The mind is alert and can filter all kinds of input. You have a knack for saying the right

thing at the right time at present. You're easily understood by others. An excellent day

for dealing with influential people. It is a good time for commercial transactions: buying,

selling, and negotiating deals.

Transiting Moon Opposition Natal Venus - WWwwRR
Tension 0.84 29-9-2020

Getting a line on what you want may not be as easy as it seems. Contradictory choices

abound that gain and lose appeal before you can decide on them. That's partly because

your tastes are changing, and partly due to a shifting environment. Keep plugging away

until the right one appears, then grab it.

Transiting Moon Trine Natal Mercury - WWeeEE
Harmony 0.17 1-10-2020

Head and heart go hand in hand and workable solutions are available that feel as good

as they work. You can put emotions into phrases that hit the mark and get your message

across in more than just words. Multilevel thinking enables you to see all sides of the

issue and be a friend and helpmate to all concerned.

Transiting Moon Trine Natal Venus - WWeeRR
Harmony 0.57 4-10-2020

Ask and you shall receive. 'Tis the season, while it lasts (for a day or so), so if you want it,
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go for it. Part of it is about intuitively knowing just what to ask for, what's really available,

and who's in the mood for giving. Go with your feelings and you'll be surprised at what's

at your command.

Transiting Moon Square Natal Sun - WWrrQQ
Challenging 0.07 5-10-2020

Things are not as in tune as they might be, but resolution and progress are possible

through mutual recognition and compromise. Impact priorities and be ready to give on

small points in order to gain on the large ones. Competition can be strong, but it makes

you stronger, and this is where you earn respect and trust.

Transiting Sun Trine Natal Mars - QQeeTT
Harmony 0.23 6-10-2020

As long as you are very definite about your intentions you can successfully push through

your plans during this transit. You are ready and willing to make daring moves or

decisions. Boldness pays off. A good phase for physical pursuits. This is a positive transit

for feeling comfortable about who you are. Physical activity might improve mental and

spiritual health. This can also be a good time to take a look at various projects that

you may have started and, for whatever reason, are not completed. The Sun is energy

and Mars is action. These energy-active influences should be used in some positive and

productive manner.

Transiting Moon Square Natal Jupiter - WWrrYY
Challenging 0.07 7-10-2020

Resist the temptation to overdo, physically or emotionally, to the point of diminishing

returns. It's easy to trip wearing seven-league boots, so if you're not steady on the first

step or two, downsize or wait to proceed until you've got your balance. Your initial take

will require refinement, so don't expect to score with your first shot.
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Transiting Jupiter Trine Natal Jupiter - YYeeYY
Harmony 0.01 7-10-2020

Benefits can be gained through education, philosophy, legal dealings, religion, travel or

cultural expansion. This is a good time to expand into new areas for added personal

growth. Finances can increase.

Transiting Sun Trine Natal Saturn - QQeeUU
Harmony 0.47 7-10-2020

'Don't put off until tomorrow what you can do today', is as good a code for living as

any today. This is a good period for getting things done, because you have strong self-

discipline and a sense for what is practically achievable. This can be a "down-to- earth"

transit. It can help you get to know yourself through your relationship with, and your

effect on, your environment. At the moment, there is a close relationship between who

you are and what you do. The Sun is energy and Saturn is discipline, and the Trine is the

most supportive transit of them all. It is a good transit for things that require discipline

and self-control.

Transiting Sun Square Natal Uranus - QQrrII
Challenging 0.3 7-10-2020

Unpredictability rules this period. Sudden surprises and possible setbacks are to be

expected. Watch stress levels and guard against accident proneness.

Transiting Sun Square Natal Neptune - QQrrOO
Challenging 0.23 9-10-2020

You are noticeably more sensitive and impressionable at the moment. Everyday reality

seems, or is, harder to bear. Escapism is appealing now. There is a risk of self-deception

or deceit from others.
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Transiting Moon Sextile Natal Venus - WWttRR
Opportunities 0.98 9-10-2020

Small signals under the table will get you everything you need without rocking the boat.

A wise wink and a knowing glance will put you on the road to satisfaction, when a direct

request might get you put off. Implied understandings and understood arrangements

are the tools of themoment for accrued payoffs.

Transiting Venus Conjunction Natal Venus - RRqqRR
Dynamic 0.56 12-10-2020

A Venus return is usually a very pleasant experience. You feel content and life seems to

take on an ease that is both attractive and enjoyable. You should try and fit in a social

occasion now or, at least, spoil yourself or another.

Transiting Mercury Sextile Natal Venus - EEttRR
Opportunities 0.48 13-10-2020

Social interaction and communication with others is easy under this influence. A

courteous and pleasant manner can win friends and influence people. This can be a good

time for discussing matters of the heart, or art and creativity. Short journeys tend to go

well now.

Transiting Venus Square Natal Mars - RRrrTT
Challenging 0.17 14-10-2020

Your emotions are likely to run hot and cold during this period, which may cause people

to wonder what to expect from one moment to the next. There is a potential for

arguments and disagreements. Romantically, you may be inclined to come on too

strongly and aggressively.
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Transiting Moon Sextile Natal Mercury - WWttEE
Opportunities 0.07 15-10-2020

Putting in a good word on the QT will be better than hollering. Ideas slipped into

the conversation will find automatic response and agreement. Low-profile exchanges

will snowball into a general consensus if you pursue quiet leadership and follow your

intuition. Gentle feelings illuminate the mind.

Transiting Venus Trine Natal Uranus - RReeII
Harmony 0.56 15-10-2020

You are attracted to the idea of doing something different and exciting at the moment.

It is a good time for snapping out of old patterns and routines. Perhaps a mild flirtation

could give you a moment to remember?

Transiting Venus Trine Natal Neptune - RReeOO
Harmony 0.29 16-10-2020

This transit can increase your receptivity to beauty, art and music. The finer things in life

have an appeal now and, if you are creative or artistic, your powers of imagination and

inspiration are likely to be enhanced now.

Transiting Sun Sextile Natal Sun - QQttQQ
Opportunities 0.31 17-10-2020

A dignified and self-confident air surrounds you. Others, sensing your self- assuredness,

respect you. You can make a favorable impression on influential people now. This transit

occurs twice a year, roughly two months before and two months after your birthday.

It is a time when there is a need to integrate your energies with those around you--

friends, neighbors, co-workers, and groups you are involved with. This is a good time for

cooperating and enjoying people's company. A time for moving forward with faith and
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confidence.

Transiting Venus Conjunction Natal Jupiter - RRqqYY
Dynamic 0.36 18-10-2020

This should be a very harmonious and easy going day for you. Your main objective should

be to control overindulging yourself in food and drink or with respect to spending money.

You are likely to pamper yourself today. Just don't get carried away.

Transiting Venus Sextile Natal Pluto - RRttPP
Opportunities 0.31 19-10-2020

This transit can make you aware of subtle undercurrents and possible attraction between

you and another. Acknowledge any feelings you may have, but avoid trying to manipulate

situations.

Transiting Jupiter Sextile Natal Pluto - YYttPP
Opportunities 0.03 25-10-2020

Interest in spiritual regeneration and self improvement are characteristic of this transit.

Benefit may come to you through insurance, taxes, or legacies. You may experience an

increased understanding of spiritual law and spiritual realities. You may begin to develop

an interest in social, religious, educational, and cultural reforms and in helping people to

help themselves. Now is a good time to eliminate outmoded concepts and beliefs.

Transiting Sun Square Natal Mercury - QQrrEE
Challenging 0.2 29-10-2020

Your communications with others could be strained at the moment. Misunderstandings

are possible. Negotiations in business can be difficult. Encourage objective thinking. This

transit brings ideas and communications quickly. You will be mentally active, and will
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need to understand the surface message as well as the underlying meaning. You can

make people aware of your ideas and positions, and will be able to get your points across.

Square aspects create challenges to be overcome, however, so it will be important to be

tactful with others during this time. There could be conflict with others who are just not

in tune with your mental speed and energy.

Transiting Venus Opposition Natal Moon - RRwwWW
Tension 0.54 1-11-2020

You may feel unloved, misunderstood, and unattractive today. This is more your

perception than reality. Be careful of being too sensitive in emotional matters today.

Watch the tendency to be overprotective of family and loved ones. Watch what you eat.

You have the tendency today to be self-indulgent, lazy, hypersensitive, spendthrifty and

extravagant. You and your mother may have problems between you.

Transiting Venus Sextile Natal Mercury - RRttEE
Opportunities 0.09 2-11-2020

A little tact can go a long way during this period. There can be a risk of misunderstandings

caused by moodiness or irritability.

Transiting Sun Sextile Natal Venus - QQttRR
Opportunities 0.41 3-11-2020

This is a transit of attraction and warmth. People reach out to you and you to them

because much harmony and love exists between you. People see you as real and

naturally friendly, therefore they want to help you in your endeavors. Financial activities

are favored today, as are the arts, and music.
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Transiting Sun Square Natal Saturn - QQrrUU
Challenging 0.32 6-11-2020

You can realize your objectives over this period but they will take longer than usual to

achieve. This could be because of unexpected delays or obstacles caused by others or

circumstances. Estrangements or separations from others are possible but not a given.

Sometimes this is just about taking a bit of time to do something alone. You may feel

physically tired or grumpy. There can be a slight risk of injury caused through inattention

or tiredness.

Transiting Sun Sextile Natal Uranus - QQttII
Opportunities 0.16 6-11-2020

Plan for a day or two of change and sudden pleasant experiences. Give yourself a break

from your normal routine and see what happens. Allow the expression of your originality.

Transiting Moon Trine Natal Moon - WWeeWW
Harmony 0.13 7-11-2020

The Moon's got you in tune from morning 'til noon, and well into the afternoon. Your

intuition is on the mark and your reactions fit in with all around you. It's easy to agree,

and most people will if you let them, so spread as much good will as possible. Agreement

now will be a benchmark for cooperation down the road.

Transiting Sun Sextile Natal Neptune - QQttOO
Opportunities 0.12 8-11-2020

Travel, creative activity or music can all give you pleasure at the moment. Your

imagination is enhanced and you are more receptive to the subtle things in life.

Meditation, solitude or time spent near water can replenish your spirit.
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Transiting Venus Trine Natal Mars - RReeTT
Harmony 0.05 8-11-2020

You are in the mood for fun at the moment. There is the ability to assert yourself in ways

that enable you to get what you want without offending anybody. Action in some area of

artistic expression can be very successful now. Be socially spontaneous. A night out could

be just what you need to relax.

Transiting Venus Trine Natal Saturn - RReeUU
Harmony 0.24 8-11-2020

This can be a good time to define or re-define responsibilities and boundary lines in

important personal relationships. Taking a short break from another or others now can

be refreshing.

Transiting Venus Square Natal Uranus - RRrrII
Challenging 0.4 8-11-2020

Anticipate a period of instant attractions, coupled with the tendency to fall in and out

of love suddenly. Unstable relationships will be tested now and break ups are possible.

Expect the unexpected in love. In business, there can be unexpected results or sudden

occurrences. The emotional and artistic influences of Venus are squared off against the

imaginative influences and the urge for freedom of Uranus. This could be a transit for

seeking new experiences. You are likely to look for excitement and stimulation through

relationships, possibly even to the point of provoking a fight. These two planets signify

love and freedom, and different people have different interpretations of "free love". Your

artistic freedom and artistic expressions are stimulated, but success is not guaranteed at

the moment.
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Transiting Moon Trine Natal Neptune - WWeeOO
Harmony 0.57 10-11-2020

Use the everyday reality around you as fuel for the ideal world of your imagination and

you'll find yourself a general inspiration to all. When hope and belief are applied hands-

on to the real world, the inner self can make its mark on the outer and the stuff of dreams

coming true becomes your instrument to play.

Transiting Sun Sextile Natal Jupiter - QQttYY
Opportunities 0.39 10-11-2020

Influential people in important positions can be accessible to you at the moment. Travel,

too, under this transit can be successful and enjoyable. A good day for business or legal

affairs.

Transiting Venus Square Natal Neptune - RRrrOO
Challenging 0.01 10-11-2020

Watch out! Unrealistic notions of love may cloud your thinking during this period. There

is a risk of being misunderstood, or of having your romantic hopes dashed. Artistic

creativity, however, is enhanced.

Transiting Sun Conjunction Natal Pluto - QQqqPP
Dynamic 0.47 11-11-2020

You are able to achieve a lot at this time, if you put your mind to it. You have the will and

determination to get results. However, arrogance or inflexible attitudes will create power

struggles with others.
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Transiting Mars Square Natal Uranus - TTrrII
Challenging 0.65 13-11-2020

Expect pressures and potential arguments caused by inner tensions or stress in either

yourself or others. There is a danger of accidents or injuries during this period.

Transiting Mars Sextile Natal Saturn - TTttUU
Opportunities 0.82 13-11-2020

Hard work and long hours don't faze you now. In fact, you relish the idea of carrying a

task or project through to a successful conclusion.

Transiting Mercury Square Natal Mercury - EErrEE
Challenging 0.2 16-11-2020

Communicating with others may be difficult or irritating now; they are likely to challenge

your views and opinions. Also, avoid making important decisions, if possible. There can

be transport problems too.

Transiting Sun Square Natal Sun - QQrrQQ
Challenging 0.33 16-11-2020

Honoring others' personal style, desires, and objectives while not turning away from your

own is a challenge at this time. Significant encounters, while not entirely harmonious,

are likely. You can learn from the personal differences and contrasts presented now, and

become clearer regarding your own path. Smugness or arrogance could mar this period.

The question is, are these traits in you or another? The ambitions of others could conflict

with your own and cause tensions. You may be a bit grumpy or out of sorts during this

period.
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Transiting Moon Conjunction Natal Uranus - WWqqII
Dynamic 0.18 18-11-2020

The itch to break away from the normal path and do something radical may have to be

resisted but it shouldn't be ignored. Perhaps it's just what's needed, but only if you do it

with decisiveness and clarity, as you probably won't be able to take it back. A peek into

the unusual can be both entertaining and edifying.

Transiting Moon Opposition Natal Sun - WWwwQQ
Tension 0.29 21-11-2020

This is likely not your most energetic time of the year, and getting the message out from

your heart may be a sometimes thing. It may be because you don't follow through or it

may be the listeners' inattentiveness, but you may have to say it several times before you

get through to people right now. Don't hesitate to repeat yourself.

Transiting Mercury Square Natal Saturn - EErrUU
Challenging 0.02 21-11-2020

Your thinking and decision making processes tend to be slower than usual during this

period. Your mind is occupied with serious or important matters. There can be

miscommunications with others or transport problems and delays now.

Transiting Mercury Sextile Natal Uranus - EEttII
Opportunities 0.19 21-11-2020

Trust your intuition at the moment, as it is especially acute. Original ideas and flashes

of inspiration can be expected. You may become aware of some new and useful

information, which puts a different slant on things.
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Transiting Mercury Sextile Natal Neptune - EEttOO
Opportunities 0.72 22-11-2020

You are at risk of being mentally lax and careless now, but equally, there is the possibility

of inspired and imaginative thinking too. Music, poetry, film and artistic creativity can

flourish during this transit.

Transiting Moon Opposition Natal Jupiter - WWwwYY
Tension 0.55 23-11-2020

Changing tides of feeling can make you a little uncertain of the mark, as intuitive answers

alternately overwhelm the question or leave it high and dry. Snap decisions are probably

not a great idea, so take several measurements before you come to a conclusion. By the

time that's done, the waters will have quieted down.

Transiting Mercury Conjunction Natal Pluto - EEqqPP
Dynamic 0.26 25-11-2020

Your thoughts tend to be influenced by deep emotional stirrings now. Your powers of

persuasion are very strong and you should be able to convince just about anybody of

anything at the present time. This is a good time to carry out research. This can be a

two-sided transit. It indicates a time of very intense mental activity in which your thinking

and communications with others will have an extremely penetrating quality, and can be

obsessed with getting to the bottom of every question, feeling unsatisfied with superficial

answers. It is a good time for research and investigative activities. Any aspect of these

two planets gives you the ability to speak with persuasive force and vigor. In fact, others

will believe you are right, even if you don't have the answer. It is critical that you take the

feelings of others into consideration when speaking, or extreme opposition could result--

even if they believe you. The other side of the transit is that others may do the same thing

to you. It can indicate an extremely unpleasant mental power struggle in which you may

be either the victim or the perpetrator. Or, you could become preoccupied and obsessed
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by a single idea or point of view that can be hard to let go of, until it seems to control

your life for that day. This could be very intense while it lasts, but Mercury transits do not

last very long.

Transiting Sun Trine Natal Moon - QQeeWW
Harmony 0.19 26-11-2020

A general feeling of well-being and inner harmony exists now. Your relationship with

a lover or family is likely to be good at the moment. A good time for socializing at

home with family or friends. You have the serenity to look into yourself with a deeper

understanding of what you want, what you need, and how to go about getting it. Your

approach to life is balanced. It would be wise to take this time to prepare for an upcoming

period of creative tension and pressures. It's a good time to repair and heal relationships.

Relationships that start under this transit could have lasting influence, and could have a

strong effect on your attitudes toward life in general.

Transiting Moon Trine Natal Sun - WWeeQQ
Harmony 0.25 26-11-2020

The Moon is in your element, and so are you. Like minds and hearts gravitate toward you

-- together you could rule the world, or ought to. Use this smooth energy to make big

strides, conquer new ground so you'll be in ever better position when the situation is less

ideal. Make time.

Transiting Venus Square Natal Mercury - RRrrEE
Challenging 0.56 26-11-2020

A little tact can go a long way during this period. There can be a risk of misunderstandings

caused by moodiness or irritability.
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Transiting Moon Square Natal Mercury - WWrrEE
Challenging 0.38 27-11-2020

Disputes between head and heart can raise issues that consume a lot of time but don't

actually resolve anything. If you can't clarify things quickly, drop the matter and move on.

Resist the impulse to insist -- if it won't untwist, just cease and desist.

Transiting Mars Square Natal Neptune - TTrrOO
Challenging 0.01 28-11-2020

Anticipate a period of fluctuating energy levels, with a tendency towards feeling washed

out or physically depleted. You are in danger of misdirecting your energies or misusing

your power now. Escapist tendencies are quite strong now.

Transiting Mercury Square Natal Sun - EErrQQ
Challenging 0.67 28-11-2020

Communications with others take on a personal or subjective tone and they may not

necessarily be harmonious. You may need to hold your tongue. There can be

breakdowns in communication.

Transiting Sun Trine Natal Mercury - QQeeEE
Harmony 0.01 28-11-2020

The mind is quick and receptive under this transit, and you can increase your

understanding of yourself and your goals. The mind is rather tranquil, but there can be

a desire felt to expand your knowledge and understanding about many areas of your

life and situations. It is a good time for studying, traveling, and learning. There is a good

sense of the overall picture as well as self-awareness and self- understanding. This is

good time to communicate with others about what is truly important to you. You have a

knack for saying the right thing at the right time at present. You're easily understood by
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others. An excellent day for dealing with influential people.

Transiting Moon Trine Natal Jupiter - WWeeYY
Harmony 0.06 28-11-2020

Sometimes you just know it's right and jump without hesitation. Right now that can put

you well ahead of the game, as a good sense of what will work finds something sensible

to work with. The general feeling all around is that your plan is the best one, so take

advantage and move as far as you can.

Transiting Moon Square Natal Venus - WWrrRR
Challenging 0.28 30-11-2020

Chasing after gain may give you cause to complain, as getting what/ whom you want at

the desired where and when just leads to one complication after another. You may have

to settle for second best or some sort of compromise, unless you're willing to wait and

do without and see if it all comes together later.

Transiting Venus Square Natal Saturn - RRrrUU
Challenging 0.59 2-12-2020

You may feel very unloved. You may see people as cold and calculating. People's lack of

sympathy may depress you to the bone today. Social, financial, and romantic problems

and disappointments characterize this transit. Selfishness and a lack of consideration are

probably the reasons. You reap what you sow and now is a good time to analyze yourself

and your relationships. There may be difficulties and delays with respect to women in

general.

Transiting Venus Sextile Natal Uranus - RRttII
Opportunities 0.49 3-12-2020
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You are attracted to the idea of doing something different and exciting at the moment.

It is a good time for snapping out of old patterns and routines. Perhaps a mild flirtation

could give you a moment to remember?

Transiting Sun Square Natal Venus - QQrrRR
Challenging 0.15 3-12-2020

In order to maintain good relations with others over this period, you will need to be

prepared to extend yourself socially. There is a risk of discourteous behavior upsetting

perfectly good relationships. However, this is a time when harmony is sought, not

conflict. Over-indulgence and procrastination should be watched for.

Transiting Venus Sextile Natal Neptune - RRttOO
Opportunities 0.31 4-12-2020

This transit can increase your receptivity to beauty, art and music. The finer things in life

have an appeal now and, if you are creative or artistic, your powers of imagination and

inspiration are likely to be enhanced now.

Transiting Sun Opposition Natal Mars - QQwwTT
Tension 0.11 5-12-2020

If you behave too directly, forcefully or aggressively towards others now, they are bound

to react in kind. You need to guard against the risk of injury proneness.

Transiting Sun Sextile Natal Saturn - QQttUU
Opportunities 0.39 5-12-2020

'Don't put off until tomorrow what you can do today', is as good a code for living as

any today. This is a good period for getting things done, because you have a good self-

discipline and a sense for what is practically achievable.
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Transiting Mercury Trine Natal Mercury - EEeeEE
Harmony 0.69 6-12-2020

This is an excellent time for all types of communication. You can present your ideas or

arguments well now. Business decisions and short distance travel are well- aspected.

Transiting Moon Conjunction Natal Venus - WWqqRR
Dynamic 0.13 7-12-2020

Heightened appetites (of all sorts) are a natural this time of the month, as will be

opportunities to fulfill them. Pick as you would from a smorgasbord and don't chow

down too heavily -- the taste is what counts, volume only slows you down. Variety is the

spice, intensity the sweetness, whatever or whoever is involved.

Transiting Venus Conjunction Natal Pluto - RRqqPP
Dynamic 0.18 7-12-2020

Your love nature may be particularly charged with emotion and desire. Possessiveness

and jealousy are possible. Power struggles may be a part of your close relationships.

Resist the urge to control your partner. Intense change in romantic relationships is

possible.

Transiting Sun Square Natal Jupiter - QQrrYY
Challenging 0.28 9-12-2020

This is a good transit for positive growth and expansion. Perhaps you will be motivated

to travel, study or introduce something into your life that makes you feel good. However,

there is the need guard against over-extending yourself financially, or taking on more

than you can comfortably handle.
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Transiting Mercury Square Natal Venus - EErrRR
Challenging 0.17 9-12-2020

A lack of drive or self-motivation is possible now. You may be more inclined to adopt

a care-free attitude and treat yourself to little indulgences. Your thinking is more likely

than not to be on love and romance, or play. Positively, you may demonstrate a talent for

artistic creativity now.

Transiting Moon Sextile Natal Sun - WWttQQ
Opportunities 0.06 10-12-2020

Compatible forces surround you and it pays not to make waves, but welcome the help

and share the wealth. Diplomacy and consideration will get you everywhere, so be on

your best behavior and you'll be in like Flynn. Small, multiple moves are favored over big

leaps, they mount up and you go just as far.

Transiting Mercury Opposition Natal Mars - EEwwTT
Tension 0.25 10-12-2020

This planetary pairing speeds up your life. Your mind is razor sharp and your powers of

comprehension are second to none now. However, if you're in too much of a rush to get

things done, you risk making mistakes and wrong decisions. Sudden arguments are likely

to flare up.

Transiting Mercury Sextile Natal Saturn - EEttUU
Opportunities 0.54 10-12-2020

You have a keen eye for detail and a practical turn of mind today. Your thinking is deep,

practical, organized, and deliberate. You are aware of every flaw in thought and material

and your work today will be towards precision. Concentration is sharp and focused. Plans

made today are well thought out and, because of this, will probably succeed.
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Transiting Venus Square Natal Sun - RRrrQQ
Challenging 0.57 11-12-2020

During this transit you enjoy socializing and indulging yourself. You may amuse yourself

with passing flirtations. You are not likely to be very productive now, but does it matter?

There can be minor tensions with loved ones.

Transiting Mercury Square Natal Jupiter - EErrYY
Challenging 0.21 13-12-2020

This can be a good time for discussing important issues, as long as you keep everything in

perspective and don't exaggerate or blow things out of proportion. Avoid hasty decisions.

Transiting Sun Trine Natal Sun - QQeeQQ
Harmony 0.28 15-12-2020

A dignified and self-confident air surrounds you. Others, sensing your self- assuredness,

respect you. You can make a favorable impression on influential people now. This transit

occurs twice a year: approximately four months before your birthday and four months

after. It is a time of balance and equilibrium in your life, when you can be yourself with

the least amount of obstacles from people or circumstances. Energy levels should be

high and you can work or play with vigor and enthusiasm. Now is a time to firm up your

affairs and make them strong enough so that they can weather turbulence and trouble

at a less stable later date.

Transiting Moon Opposition Natal Mercury - WWwwEE
Tension 0.93 17-12-2020

It's a time for counterintuitive solutions, so think outside of the box, that is likely where

the answers lie. If it feels right, it's probably not, so don't jump to conclusions based on

a hunch. Bat ideas and feelings back and forth and look at both sides of the issue before
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you reach to a final conclusion.

Transiting Mercury Trine Natal Sun - EEeeQQ
Harmony 0.39 17-12-2020

Anticipate an intellectually stimulating interval, with all sorts of people trying to get in

touch with you. A good time for doing mental work and for catching up on outstanding

paperwork.

Transiting Venus Trine Natal Moon - RReeWW
Harmony 0.06 19-12-2020

This transit can create an agreeable and gentle atmosphere. Others seem more receptive

to your emotional needs. Social activity within the home or with the family is easy and

relaxing.

Transiting Moon Sextile Natal Uranus - WWttII
Opportunities 0.33 20-12-2020

Small aberrations and wanderings from the main highway will get you everything.

Explore those byways, there may be gold in them thar' hills. Just off the well-beaten path

you'll find the scenic route where you can stake your claim ahead of the pack. In short,

it's time to cash in on the mildly unusual -- tune into it.

Transiting Venus Trine Natal Mercury - RReeEE
Harmony 0.6 21-12-2020

During this transit you express a pleasant and cordial manner that others find attractive.

Social affairs are easily arranged and staged now.
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Transiting Uranus Square Natal Mercury - IIrrEE
Challenging 0.01 22-12-2020

At times it may seem that you are burning out your brain pan to no particular avail,

which is probably correct. You are besieged with new ideas and approaches that demand

immediate implementation and then simply don't work. Let them cook on the back

burner and mature -- their change will save you pain.

Transiting Mercury Square Natal Moon - EErrWW
Challenging 0.73 23-12-2020

Reason and emotion may be at odds with each other at the moment and

communications with others, especially family members, could be temporarily tense.

Try and be up-front with people, as this can help to avoid misunderstandings. Your

thinking and communications will be influenced by the subconscious, and may not be

readily understood by others. Squares bring challenges to be faced and obstacles to

be overcome. Psychological patterns from your past may manifest themselves in your

behavior. This is a good time to examine your inherited and child-taught attitudes, and to

begin to root out biases.

Transiting Moon Trine Natal Uranus - WWeeII
Harmony 0.25 25-12-2020

Taking the unbeaten path can net you a short cut that saves time and money, so think

your way out of the box and don't be afraid to take an original leap. If you keep your feet

on the ground, you can be a lightning rod for new ideas that will go to the bank with your

name on them. It's that ten percent inspiration time, sublet the 90 percent perspiration

to someone else.
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Transiting Moon Square Natal Saturn - WWrrUU
Challenging 0.41 25-12-2020

Don't let negative thinking get you down -- criticism for its own sake is a waste of time.

Lack of confidence can take the wind out of your sails, so believe in yourself even when

others don't. Sail straight and true through the currents of self-doubt and ignore the

sometimes jealous remarks of others who would see you give up.

Transiting Venus Square Natal Venus - RRrrRR
Challenging 0.4 25-12-2020

Little annoyances could spoil what can be an otherwise pleasant period, if you're not

careful. You should try to make every effort to get on with others and not to react to

situations or provocations.

Transiting Sun Square Natal Moon - QQrrWW
Challenging 0.3 26-12-2020

Reason and emotion may be at odds with each other at the moment and

communications with others, especially family members, could be temporarily tense.

Try and be up-front with people, as this can help to avoid misunderstandings. Your

thinking and communications will be influenced by the subconscious, and may not be

readily understood by others. Squares bring challenges to be faced and obstacles to

be overcome. Psychological patterns from your past may manifest themselves in your

behavior. This is a good time to examine your inherited and child-taught attitudes, and to

begin to root out biases.

Transiting Venus Opposition Natal Mars - RRwwTT
Tension 0.34 26-12-2020

You may rub the opposite sex the wrong way today. Little things you do may irritate
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them and you may come across as being rather boorish and uncouth. Not meaning any

deliberate irritation, you may just come across in that manner. Perhaps you are hot and

they are cold. Perhaps you are in the mood and they are not. Or vice versa. You and

the people around you, especially those close to you, just don't seem to be on the same

page. This will pass rather quickly. Being tender rather than aggressive can assuage the

antagonisms. Try a little romance instead of brute force. Express your feminine side

rather than your masculine side.

Transiting Venus Sextile Natal Saturn - RRttUU
Opportunities 0.62 27-12-2020

This is a good time for attending to practical matters. You are able to plan well and to

make arrangements. Your thinking is considered and realistic.

Transiting Mercury Trine Natal Venus - EEeeRR
Harmony 0.24 28-12-2020

Social interaction and communication with others is easy under this influence. A

courteous and pleasant manner can win friends and influence people. This can be a good

time for discussing matters of the heart, or art and creativity. Short journeys tend to go

well now.

Transiting Mercury Conjunction Natal Uranus - EEqqII
Dynamic 0.59 29-12-2020

During this period your thinking is original and innovative, perhaps even revolutionary.

Expect sudden intuitions or possible flashes of brilliance. A sudden change of outlook is

possible. Plans may have to be altered
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Transiting Moon Opposition Natal Neptune - WWwwOO
Tension 0.57 30-12-2020

Your usual clarity may come only in fits and starts as the inner dream world surfaces

occasionally and distracts the mind while inspiring the heart. If you are quick, you can

use one state of mind to draw out the other -- or they can just trip each other up before

either really gets going. See what you can do.

Transiting Venus Square Natal Jupiter - RRrrYY
Challenging 0.43 30-12-2020

Party time! The desire to socialize and to indulge the senses is accentuated now. Just

don't overdo it, because your body won't thank you afterwards. Self-indulgent tendencies

are strong now. Traveling during this transit may not be enjoyable.

Transiting Mercury Conjunction Natal Neptune - EEqqOO
Dynamic 0.62 31-12-2020

There is no-one that can fool you like you can fool yourself during this transit. Guard

against self-deception and misinterpreting the ideas and words of others. This is not your

best time for making important decisions.

Transiting Mercury Trine Natal Jupiter - EEeeYY
Harmony 0.5 1-1-2021

Positive thinking makes anything possible now. This is a good transit for communicating

your ideas to others, making decisions and undertaking short journeys.

Transiting Mercury Sextile Natal Pluto - EEttPP
Opportunities 0.27 2-1-2021
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An excellent time for investigative work and for getting to the bottom of something.

Release information on "a need to know basis" when dealing with others. This transit

encourages the mind to search beneath the surface and uncover the hidden "truth". It

takes you upon a search for the hidden meanings of life in some small way. In fact, you

will examine everything that comes your way during this transit for its deeper meanings.

Pluto's regenerative influences allow you to correct misconceptions, and facilitates true

spiritual search. What you learn will have long term effects and will influence your life for

the better.

Transiting Sun Trine Natal Venus - QQeeRR
Harmony 0.38 2-1-2021

Social, creative, artistic and possibly even romantic activities are well-aspected now. You

feel relaxed and others are at ease in your company. This is a very positive transit, making

you feel good, both physically and emotionally. The influence is light- hearted and you

may find it difficult to get involved in any serious projects. There is a great appreciation

of art and beauty, and it is a good time for buying art objects and clothing, or decorations

for the home. It is a good time to resolve any real or imagined difficulties with another

person. You will be able to get your points across in a non-threatening and caring way.

Companionship may be sought out now.

Transiting Moon Conjunction Natal Sun - WWqqQQ
Dynamic 0.92 2-1-2021

This is the time of the lunar month when you get an extra boost of physical energy, from

your ego on out. This allows you to carry yourself farther and ride the crest of the wave

that extra distance. Things play in your style, so you don't have to strain. For a couple of

days, you've got extra cards, so play them.
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Transiting Venus Trine Natal Sun - RReeQQ
Harmony 0.59 4-1-2021

Inner harmony and balance. Happiness and contentment within relationships. A talent

for keeping the peace. Creative activity. Enjoying social activity.

Transiting Sun Conjunction Natal Uranus - QQqqII
Dynamic 0.02 4-1-2021

Be prepared for sudden surprises and possible disruptions. Unconventional behavior is

the norm at the moment and you could find yourself in contact with unusual people.

Expect the unexpected and anticipate a few changes to your routines.

Transiting Sun Conjunction Natal Neptune - QQqqOO
Dynamic 0.03 6-1-2021

You are noticeably more sensitive and impressionable at the moment. Everyday reality

seems, or is, harder to bear. Escapism is appealing now. Try to fit in a show or movie to

pass the time.

Transiting Sun Trine Natal Jupiter - QQeeYY
Harmony 0.27 8-1-2021

According to the ancients, and reinforced by contemporary experience, this is one of the

more positive transits. It tends to stimulate good feelings, as well as peace and harmony

with others. There is a better understanding of overall patterns, and what appears to be

"dumb luck" is the result of applying a positive frame of mind with more foresight and

consideration than usual. This is a time for changing an area of life for the better. The

Sun illuminates the expansiveness of Jupiter, stimulating an empirical view of the world

and all of the things and the people in it. Influential people in important positions can

be accessible to you at the moment. Travel, too, under this transit can be successful and
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enjoyable. A good day for business or legal affairs.

Transiting Jupiter Sextile Natal Moon - YYttWW
Opportunities 0.06 10-1-2021

You are feeling kind, considerate and cooperative in all personal relationships, especially

with your family. You have an upbeat emotional outlook and feelings from the past

are enjoyable and pleasant. Business activities related to food, domestic products or

services, and real estate go smoothly. Dealings with women and the general public are

productive.

Transiting Mercury Sextile Natal Moon - EEttWW
Opportunities 0.15 11-1-2021

You are more in touch with your own and others' feelings now. If you have anything on

your mind you're unsure about, you should be able to find good listeners and advisers

during this transit. This is a good decision making period.

Transiting Moon Conjunction Natal Neptune - WWqqOO
Dynamic 0.4 12-1-2021

Don't question moments of indefinite inspiration right now, trying to pin it down will

mean simply losing it altogether. Just proceed blithely onward and let it gel in its own

time, enjoy and savor the feelings brought out in the process. You might want to record

it or write it down, as forgetfulness can erase your vision.

Transiting Venus Square Natal Moon - RRrrWW
Challenging 0 12-1-2021

The only thing that might spoil this period is irritability - your own or another's. There

may be friction in the home or family, or with women.
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Transiting Mercury Opposition Natal Mercury - EEwwEE
Tension 0.08 12-1-2021

Communicating with others may be difficult or irritating now; they are likely to challenge

your views and opinions. Also, avoid making important decisions, if possible. There can

be transport problems too.

Transiting Moon Conjunction Natal Saturn - WWqqUU
Dynamic 0.61 14-1-2021

Restrictions that have held you back may suddenly give way and open new vistas for

personal and financial development. Ride it for a day or two and get the most out of it.

It's more likely to be a glimpse rather than the final breakthrough, but it's something to

set your sights on.

Transiting Mercury Trine Natal Mars - EEeeTT
Harmony 0.52 17-1-2021

During this period you are intellectually sharp and able to talk yourself into and out of

just about anything now. You can get things done now if you put mind to it.

Transiting Mercury Conjunction Natal Saturn - EEqqUU
Dynamic 0.23 17-1-2021

Your thinking takes on a somewhat somber and serious tone during this transit. Hard or

unpopular decisions may be required to be made, and communications with others tend

to be more difficult than usual.

Transiting Moon Conjunction Natal Moon - WWqqWW
Dynamic 0.05 18-1-2021
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A good time to wind up projects, particularly emotional ones; this point of completion

bears the next month's beginnings and allows you to regear to start things up anew. Look

ahead at the next few days to see how quickly to reengage or just take a break. Consult

your Lunar Return chart to see what the next month will bring.

Transiting Jupiter Opposition Natal Mercury - YYwwEE
Tension 0.03 18-1-2021

Your judgment may not be perfect today. You may tend to exaggerate and promise more

than you can deliver. You may likely bite off more than you can chew. Mental arrogance

is possible. Be tolerant of others' viewpoints. Be careful with contracts and other legal

issues. You may appear closed minded, smug or self righteous to others.

Transiting Venus Trine Natal Venus - RReeRR
Harmony 0.47 18-1-2021

There is a pleasant and relaxing quality to this period. You are more receptive to others

now and people find you easygoing and approachable. Social get-togethers work well

now. You may like to surround yourself with beauty or mix with artistic people.

Transiting Moon Square Natal Neptune - WWrrOO
Challenging 0.51 19-1-2021

Trying to explain your way out of a hopeless situation is in itself hopeless, so don't waste

the effort. If things get just too lost and confusing, pull out and try something else.

Misleading information is likely the cause, so don't apologize for not cooking the meal

when you don't really have the right ingredients.

Transiting Venus Conjunction Natal Uranus - RRqqII
Dynamic 0.53 20-1-2021
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There is high excitement in relationships today. You are feeling magnetic and the people

around you can sense it. Creativity and intuition can be used today for some very positive

results. You feel a need for emotional freedom, but don't make any serious changes while

under the effects of this aspect. You may experience love at first sight.

Transiting Mars Square Natal Mercury - TTrrEE
Challenging 0.24 21-1-2021

There is a force and a power in your communications at the moment. You feel like telling

people exactly what's on your mind. There is a danger of arguments and disputes, or

hasty words and actions. Impatience can result in bad decisions or accidents.

Transiting Mercury Square Natal Pluto - EErrPP
Challenging 0.07 21-1-2021

You are as sharp as a tack during this period and have the ability to influence others

through persuasive speaking or writing. However, if you express extreme or fanatical

opinions you will tend to turn people off. Square aspects usually bring challenges and/

or obstacles to be overcome, and this one is no exception. This transit can bring hidden

forces to light and trigger psychological energies within that could change your life.

Positive introspection can bring greater awareness and control of the inner dimensions

of your being. On the other hand, it can cause compulsive thinking and a tendency to

force your point of view on others. It is important to keep an open mind on all issues and

not become obsessed with one idea or thought. It is a good time to study subjects like

psychology, philosophy, mysticism, and the occult.

Transiting Venus Conjunction Natal Neptune - RRqqOO
Dynamic 0.26 21-1-2021

This is a wonderful combination for romance or artistic creativity. Alternatively, the

company of good friends in pleasant surroundings can be just as enjoyable. This is
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not only a pleasant Venus conjunction but it can also be a valuable one. There can be

brilliant inspiration artistically or emotionally, combining with it the ability to translate

ideas visualized in the mind into physical and concrete reality. It is a time of selfless love,

but there is a possibility of others not living up to one's expectations. Keep spiritually

grounded, and psychic understanding may come more easily.

Transiting Moon Sextile Natal Moon - WWttWW
Opportunities 0.46 23-1-2021

Your sense of the situation is probably pretty accurate, especially if you're telling yourself

to let sleeping dogs lie, and allow general agreement to form without making a bid deal

of it. Exude emotional stability (or at least pretend to) and you'll find yourself brought in

as expert and friend.

Transiting Saturn Sextile Natal Moon - UUttWW
Opportunities 0.8 23-1-2021

This is literally and metaphorically a case of being able to put your house in order. Your

life experience is serving you well at this time, and you feel able to simultaneously satisfy

both your inner needs and outer responsibilities; home and work life are in harmony

and serve one another well. The best of what is conservative in your nature manifests

itself, allowing you to plan and set down conditions that will ensure future comfort and

security. You become aware that Heaven and Earth are in their respective and proper

places.

Transiting Sun Sextile Natal Moon - QQttWW
Opportunities 1.17 23-1-2021

A general feeling of well-being and inner harmony exists now. Your relationship with

a lover and family is likely to be good at the moment. A good time for socializing at

home with family or friends. The Sun illuminates your emotions in this transit, providing
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psychological and emotional equilibrium. Different aspects of the personality are in tune

with each other. It is a good time to be with people--friends, neighbors, loved ones.

Relations and interchanges are more likely to be harmonious. Now is a good time to steer

a course toward emotional fulfillment and satisfaction. There can be a nice feeling of

tranquility or serenity now.

Transiting Venus Trine Natal Jupiter - RReeYY
Harmony 0.51 23-1-2021

This can be a very pleasant and enjoyable transit. You are able to relax and gain respite

from the pressures of modern living. Treat yourself or another to a small gift or outing;

it will make you feel good. A social setting could bring you into contact with someone

influential or significant.
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